While former residents of the Kurdish city of Kobani in northern Syria prepare to return home, many women and girls are still being held captive by IS militants. They are mainly Yazidis, members of a Kurdish minority, and were abducted from their villages last August. Many are thought to have been given to fighters as war trophies or sold on from the Iraqi city of Mosul. Fifteen-year-old Arwa managed to escape and later spoke to Amnesty International about her abduction: “We were held in a house with five other girls. There they did to me what they did to many other girls. I was raped.”

Arzu Güngör from the International Representation of the Kurdish Women’s Movement says many of the Yazidi women and girls who escaped IS are now living in refugee camps close to the Turkish border: “It’s a precarious situation and the women aren’t receiving any kind of psychological support. Things are far too chaotic for that.” Güngör and her network are trying to work out how to help them: “One solution would be to set aside part of the Kurdish city of Rojava for the women. There they did to me what they did to many other girls. I was raped.”

Psychological support needed

Arzu Güngör from the International Representation of the Kurdish Women’s Movement says many of the Yazidi women and girls who escaped IS are now living in refugee camps close to the Turkish border: “It’s a precarious situation and the women aren’t receiving any kind of psychological support. Things are far too chaotic for that.” Güngör and her network are trying to work out how to help them: “One solution would be to set aside part of the Kurdish city of Rojava for the women.” This would allow them to recover from their ordeal in peace, away from other people. However, Güngör says it is impossible to get the project funded because no one is
willing to spend money when things are so unstable. Life in the refugee camps is incredibly hard: “Winter is tough. The tents are bitterly cold and food is a problem. Most of the camps were actually designed to hold far fewer people and are now desperately overcrowded.”

A question of money, glory, power...

Neighboring countries are now also home to many people who have fled IS. Jordan alone has taken in some 600,000 Syrian refugees. They make the conflict tangible for the Jordanian public. “We get a lot of media reports about Daesh, as we call IS, and about the crimes against Yazidi women,” says Faiha Abdulhadi, PWAG coordinator for Jordan. She says there is a lot of solidarity with the refugees, but adds that the help falls far short of what is needed.

The king and queen of Jordan repeatedly speak out against religious extremism. Abdulhadi says this reflects the general sentiment in the country, with most people condemning the acts of violence. Nevertheless, Jordan also has IS supporters: “Some Jordanians feel as if no one is listening to them. So many people are uneducated, unemployed and living in poverty. A very small percentage of people in that situation eventually think, ‘to hell with all this’, and join a terrorist organization because it offers them the chance to change their situation.” The fact that IS rewards its fighters generously – with money, cars, houses and women – is a big motivating factor.

... but not religion

Abdulhadi deplores the fact that all sides are essentially being forced into a religious conflict. She believes that IS has absolutely nothing to do with Islam as a religion and stresses her point with a joke: “A man and a woman are ambushed by two IS fighters, who tell them to recite some verses of the Quran to prove that they are Muslim. The man – a Christian – recites a few verses from the Bible. The two attackers are so convinced by his performance that they immediately free him and the woman. Later, she asks him how he did it. He answers: ‘Do you honestly think those men would have forced us to do such a thing if they were really Muslims?’”

Sympathy and concern

Yasmine Arafia, our PWAG coordinator in Cairo, says that IS has also become an everyday topic in Egypt. She explains that Egyptian sympathy for Syrians is palpable, but that people are also afraid that the influx of refugees could exacerbate the already high levels of unemployment: “It’s a mixture of sympathy for others and concern for one’s own survival.”

The former residents of the city of Kobani, the first of whom are starting to make their way back home now, are probably also concerned about the future. IS has been forced back just a few kilometers, large parts of the city are in ruins, and many women and girls are still missing. It is hard to imagine that anything resembling normality will return here any time soon.
Murders committed against women and girls are a huge problem throughout Mexico. Many of the crimes are feminicidios, which means they are motivated by sexism and misogyny. Our PeaceWoman Nuria Costa is working to ensure that girls and boys learn how to treat each other and their environment with respect.

Seven women are murdered in Mexico every day. The deaths are mostly the result of extreme domestic violence, acts linked to organized crime, or murders committed against female journalists. It is estimated that around half of the crimes are feminicidios, murders motivated by sexism and misogyny. Many of Mexico’s states have either a non-existent or incomplete definition of what constitutes a feminicidio. Nashieli Ramírez, a member of Mexico City’s human rights commission, says it is absolutely crucial that precise criteria are defined and that feminicidios are actually recorded as such: “If the law doesn’t set out the correct definition, too many subjective elements end up playing a part in investigations and in the court room.” In certain states, for instance, someone accused of murdering a woman can claim mitigating circumstances if the crime concerned a “question of honor” or happened within a relationship.

Ramírez says the appalling crimes can largely be traced back to the conservative values that are widely held throughout the country: “A lot of people think that violence against women is a private matter, and that women who are raped or murdered somehow brought it on themselves by the way they behaved.” Ramírez also points out that Mexico’s drug war means levels of violence in the country are high overall, and that efforts to teach children about peaceful conflict resolution are sorely lacking.

Respect and love
Nuria Costa, PeaceWoman and PWAG coordinator for Mexico, agrees. Her projects are helping rural areas with conflict prevention and with using natural resources in a sustainable way: “Murders committed against women have a lot to do with the way resources are managed. Poverty is on the increase in rural areas and this is leading to more violence. The men quickly turn to crime because they have few other alternatives. Rural communities also often lack understanding about the role and rights of women.”

To address these problems, Costa began organizing summer courses for children and teenagers in the state of Guerrero in 2011. She says it is important to consider the issues of gender, peace and sustainability in combination: “We take a holistic approach. The kids learn that everything in an ecosystem has a function. Every element is important and they all have to cooperate if the whole system is going to work.” The concept can also be transferred to human relationships: “Our activities teach the kids that everyone is equal and deserving of love and respect – the same respect that we should give our environment.” Costa says she sees changes in the children and teenagers who have attended her course. They are fairer in the way they treat each other, and less violent.

To ensure that feminicidios are not just properly documented and end in more convictions, but actually stop altogether, Mexican society will have to transform itself from the ground up: “Adults won’t change,” says Costa, “but children are the future.”
Sending Girls to School – a Threat?

The ongoing conflict in Nigeria, Africa’s largest economy, goes back almost six years and has made more than a million people refugees in their own country. Attacks by the terrorist group Boko Haram are becoming more brutal and the death toll is soaring. Now many parents are considering stopping sending their daughters to school, as girls are in particular danger.

Over 240 schoolgirls were abducted in April 2014, but little has been done to find them so far. Some of the girls managed to flee, but 219 are still missing. The survivors tell of horrific lives in captivity, of forced marriages, forced labor, rape, psychological abuse, and forced conversions to Islam. “Girls and women suffer the most under terrorism,” says Justina Ngwobia of the Justice, Peace and Reconciliation Movement (JPRM).

Women like Esther Ibanga, founder of the Women Without Walls group, want to signal their opposition to the status quo: “We want to do away with the walls that divide and separate us, whether it’s the walls of social class or the wall of ethnicity or the walls of religion. We are mothers. We are life givers and we are solution bearers. And we think that we should bring solutions to the table.” Nigeria’s former education minister Obiageli Ezekwesili also still cannot believe that the schoolgirls have been abducted. Along with three other women, she launched Bring Back Our Girls, the online campaign that caught the world’s attention. Today, Ezekwesili continues to organize protests to put pressure on the international community and her own government.
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More information is available on our website or from our International Secretariat in Bern.